
WRITE ANTONYM

5 synonyms of write from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus 37 related words, definitions, and antonyms. Find
another word for write.

Not necessarily, but any part of the original text that you include in your paraphrased text should be in
quotation marks. His far-from-feeble bicep bulged in the sleeve. Benefits of Using Synonyms Some of the
benefits of using synonyms are that they can: Make text much more captivating. Check out these examples:
above - below, doctor - patient, husband - wife, servant - master, borrow - lend, give - receive, predator - prey,
buy - sell, instructor - pupil Graded: These antonyms deal with levels of comparison and they can be two
words on a scale. In addition There is, in addition, one more problem. Clear and concise text using a variety of
synonyms can provide your readers with more interesting reading that will hold their interest. He also plays
the piano. Show your support by liking us on Facebook Help provide an image in the mind of the reader.
Homographs are words that have the same spelling, but have different pronunciations. It also provides
definitions. Compare these: She is beautiful. It is quite easy to build your arsenal of synonyms, and the list of
tools later in this article will help you get started. Each entry starts with a beautifully simple explanation and
basic examples before moving to real-life, entertaining examples. A thesaurus allows you to become familiar
with the family of synonyms and antonyms associated with a given word. When speaking or writing, one of
the best ways to expand your vocabulary and to avoid using the same words repeatedly is to use a thesaurus to
find synonyms similar meaning words. Paraphrasing allows us to reduce a very lengthy quotation by using
fewer words to convey the same message, and it can help avoid the temptation to use too many quotations.
Reason 2 To sound more factual You can use an antonym to form a deliberate double negative. Furthermore
She lied about her occupation. Straight talking and methodical, Craig Shrives draws on his years compiling
Grammar Monster and as an army officer to present a comprehensive but light-hearted and easily digestible
grammar reference guide. Yet You came late yet another time. I hated that movie. So use your judgment when
working with them. They won the race, and in addition made a new record. As well in American English
sounds formal Will he be there as well? Binding, bookmaking, and or collation, reproduction and or
duplication on other websites, creation of online quizzes or tests, saving to disks or hard drives, publication on
intranets such as Moodle and Blackboard, and or use of our worksheets for commercial gain is strictly
prohibited. My students light up when I hand them out. Improve communication between you and others. To
boot humorous or old-fashioned She wore a red dress and red high heel shoes to boot. It is also helpful to use
those new synonyms often to keep them in your memory. It was also very hot. Synonyms and antonyms are
useful to know because they improve reading and writing skills. My boss fired yet another worker. Like so
much of the English language, "antonym" is rooted in the Greek language. Read more about double negatives.
Then I've been very tired lately and then there was the wedding to arrange. Why Should I Care about
Antonyms? Must you always use direct quotations? So nice to see them get engaged.


